TRIOS

A soulful practice of the DWCC

Trio relationships are meant to help move us into spiritual companionship, where groups
of three sojourn together with the goal of learning to be more attentive to God’s presence
and leading. Three men or three women commit to meeting regularly to enter into the
roles of Speaker, Listening, and Observer, each playing a role in articulating where God
has been present in our lives, and what God might be calling us to pursue or be present
in.
The trio is an adaptation of John Wesley’s concept of “bands”. Bands were voluntary
groups of people who desired to grow in love, holiness, and purity of intention. Bands included ruthless honesty and frank openness. Members sought to improve their attitudes,
emotions, feelings, intentions, and affections. For us, the trio is about 1) recognition of
God’s presence in our lives, and 2) trusting and following through with obedience on what
God is leading us toward.

THE THREE ROLES
The Speaker is the one who
shares from their own experience
what is going on in their
life. The conversation
inhabits their space,
focusing on their
experience of God and
their own obedience
to God’s leading. The
Speaker answers the
questions of the Listener,
taking time to reflect on
the deeper “why” questions
that undergird behaviour and
thought.

The Listener is the one who listens attentively to
what the Speaker shares. They stay in the space of
the Speaker, asking clarifying questions that help
draw out emotions, thoughts, and connections with
the Triune God. The key task of the Listener is to
avoid fixing or drawing the conversation
into their own . This involves listening
well and pausing when needed.
The Observer watches and
listens to both the Speaker
and the Listener, paying
attention to the subtleties
of body language, repetition,
and what was missed in the
conversation. They sit back and
remain neutral to what is being shared.
Afterwards, the Observer reflects back some
of their observations, perhaps pointing to divine
kairos moments in the conversation.

Commitment to a trio can vary in time. Some trios may last 10-12 weeks, while others may
go on for six months. It tends to take some time getting started, building trust, and leaning
into the rhythms of a trio.

